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Optical and x-ray powder studies have been perforned on 
experimentally shocked K-feldspar single crystals of different 
structural states. The samples used in the experiments are: 
1) sanidine (Org6Ab14) from Volkesfeld, Germany with highly 

disordered Al/Si-distribution, 
2 )  orthoclase (OrqlAbq) from Madagaskar with microperthitic 

albite lamellae abbut lpm wide (or-content calculated from 
cell volume ( I ) ) ,  and 

3) "amazoniteft, a macroperthitic maximum microcline (or 
of unkmown origin with albite ( ~ r ~ ~ ~ A b ~ ~ ~ ~  

99.7Ab.3) 
) lamellae of 

about Imm width oriented subparallel to (100). 
Disks, 0.65mm thick and Ilmm in diameter, were cut parallel to 
the (100) plane and shock loaded by means of an explosive de- 
vice similar to that described by (2). Peak pressures achieved 

were 18,22,26,28,30,32,34,39.5, and 45GPa (error - + 3%). The 
samples were quenched to room temperature within seconds after 
the explosion. 
Optical studies: 
The 18GPa sanidine and orthoclase samples, macroscopically 
brittle and milky appearing, microscopically display intense 
fracturing along cleavage planes parallel to (001) and (010). 
Orthoclase is fractured evenly, while sanidine shows patches of 
higher and lower density of fractures. Fracturing increases up 
to a shock pressure of 22GPa then decreases, leaving a solid 
sample. A slight increase in the optic axial angle ( 2 ~ ~ )  is 
observed. Undulous extinction and lowering of birefringence is 
combined with further increasing 2Vx with increasing shock 
pressure, while the milky appearance vanishes. Twin larnellae 
have not been observed in the samples, but planar deformation 
structures occur above 26GPa in the sanidine sample. 
Above 18GPa microcline displays patches of very fine, curved 
lamellae , which are thought to be shock induced, since they 
are absent in the unshocked sample. Two sets of planar elements 
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are observed in the 26GPa sample. Measurements of 2Vx of shock 

loaded maximum microcline do not reveal any significant change 
with increasing shock pressure (3). The namazonitelf crystal pre- 

serves a slight pleochroism up to a pressure of 26GPa, which 

indicates that the maximum temperature experienced by the sample 

was well below 5 0 0 ~ ~  (9). Total isotropization, due to the for- 
mation of diaplectic glass, commences at 30GPa for sanidine and 

at 32GPa for orthoclase. However, microcline still remains part- 
ly anisotropic even at pressures as high as 45GPa. The K-rich 

phase in the microcline looses its birefringence more readily 

than the Na-rich phase. 

Refractive indices for the isotropic alkali feldspar phases pro- 
duced at 45GPa (nD=1.490) approach the value for fused pure K- 

feldspar (nD=1.487)(5), while diaplectic glass has a higher re- 

fractive index (1.493-1.499 for 39.5 and 32GPa, resp. ). 

X-ray studies were performed on powdered samples using a modi- 
fied Guinier camera. 
Diffraction lines broaden and weaken considerably with increa- 

sing shock pressure. Sanidine retains its diffraction lines more 
sharply than orthoclase and especially than microcline. The x- 
ray pattern of the microcline K-rich phase is affected more se- 
verely by shock than that of albite. 

The compressed crystal expands after pressure release. The 
lattice expansion is predominantly parallel to the crystallogra- 

phic g-axis,as best seen in the sanidine sample (Fig.1). The 

cell volume increases proportionally to the increase of the 

lattice parameter a,, the bo and co parameters are less affect& 
This may be expected considering the internal crystal structure 

of feldspars. Remarkably, at a pressure of 26GPa, bo decreases; 

this results in an abnormally small increase in the cell volumes 
of sanidine and orthoclase in this pressure regime (Fig.1). 

Due to the short duration time of the shock and the low tempera- 
ture achieved, a change of triclinity, i.e. ordering or disor- 

dering of the Al/si-distribution, caused by shock-triggered 
diffusion processes is unlikely. It is suggested that the change 
of the a. lattice parameter and thus the change of nx accounts 
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for the increase of 2V,. 
Although, as shown in Fig.2, the ~1/~i-distribution of ortho- 
clase seems to change toward a higher degree of order with in- 

creasing shock pressure, the crystal remains optically monocli- 
nic at pressures as high as 30GPa. Any change toward a higher 
degree of disorder (microcline-wanidine) can not be due to 
shock. If such a change is observed in naturally shocked samples 
it must be due to annealing processes in or close to an impact 
melt sheet. 

High pressure pha~es (6) have not been observed yet. 
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Fig.1: Influence of increa- Fig.2: Relation between reci- 
sing shock pressure on cry- pgocal lattice parameters b and 
stal lattice parameter a(nm) c for shocked and unshocked 
and cell volume V(nm3). alkali feldspars. Dashed and 
Dataobtained byx-raypow- solidlinesafter(7). 
der methods using a modified 
Guinier camera, 
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